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Growing assets through investing often involves spreading money out across a number of different areas in an attempt 
to decrease chances for loss due to the performance of any one company, industry, or change in the overall economy. This 
concept is known as Diversification and it’s one of the cornerstones of modern investment theory.

Some of the common vehicles available to investors are Stocks, Bonds, and Cash Equivalents and are referred to as Asset 
Classes. To further diversify or spread out our risk, it is typical to purchase a number of different items within each of these 
asset classes when creating a portfolio.

STOCKS, BONDS, 
AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
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Stocks and Bonds Explained

Stocks
Jane has seen ABC Corporation, a very large and successful 
company doing well over a number of years. She would like 
to be a part of this success. It is a publicly traded company, 
which means that she has the opportunity to become a partial 
Owner of this company by purchasing their Shares. Jane 
contacts her financial advisor and purchases 1 share of ABC 
Corporation for $100 dollars. Jane is now an owner of this 
company. She is entitled to the property and profits of this 
company in proportion to her number of shares (companies 
often have millions of shares). If the company has strong profits 
this year or makes purchases, Jane’s value will increase in the 
price of her share, or she will receive cash payments on those 
profits, called Dividends. However, if ABC Corporation begins 
to perform poorly and business declines this year she might 
see a decrease in the value of her share or reduced dividend 
payments. If business drops dramatically, or the company files 
for bankruptcy Jane could see her share worth very little or 
nothing at all. This is the Risk that Jane takes as an owner of 
ABC Corporation. With careful research and monitoring Jane 
can purchase shares in companies that she hopes will perform 
well over time to reduce her risk for losses. To further reduce 
her risks, Jane can invest in a lot of different companies at once, 
which is called Diversification. Overall Stock Market portfolios 
have returned an average of 10.2% historically*.

Key Concepts:
 � Stocks are also known as Equities
 � Stocks are an ownership share of a company
 � Entitles the owner to a part of the assets and earnings
 � Used for growth of principal and dividend income
 � Involves potential risk to principal due to company 

performance or performance of the overall market
 � 10.2% average return (not adjusted for inflation)

Bonds
Joe, a good friend of Jane, has seen her success investing in the 
stock of ABC Corporation and would also like to do business 
with that company. Joe does not feel comfortable with the 
risk of loss that Jane assumes with her share of stock and 
instead decides to purchase a Bond from ABC Corporation. By 
purchasing a bond for $1,000 Joe enters a Loan agreement with 
ABC Corporation which agrees to pay him 4% Interest over 10 
years. At the end of this term it is expected that Joe receives his 
original $1,000 back and keeps the interest payments he has 
received over that time. If ABC Corporation performs poorly for 
the year they are still required to make the interest payments 
on Joe’s bond. However, if the company has a strong year and 
high profits, it is not required to share those profits with Joe as 
he is not an owner of that company, he has only lent them his 
money in buying the bond. In most cases if ABC Corporation 
files for bankruptcy and goes out of business they will sell their 
buildings, equipment, and any other property and those funds 
will be used to pay back bond holders and other Creditors. In 
this way, it is uncommon for bond purchasers to lose their 
initial investment, however as with all investing there are no 
guarantees. With careful research, Joe can select bonds from 
reliable companies or government entities to reduce his risks. 
There are agencies that issue Ratings for bonds with letter 
grades to help buyers make responsible decisions in buying. 
Overall Bond Market portfolios have returned an average of 
5.4% historically*.

Key Concepts:
 � Bonds are also known as Fixed Income
 � Bonds are a loan to a company or government entity
 � Entitles the owner to a periodic interest payment
 � Used for protection of principal and interest income
 � Relative safety of principal (for well rated bonds)
 � 5.4% average return (not adjusted for inflation)

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Products that pay investors interest while posing little to no risk to the original investment value are considered Cash 
Equivalents. Savings accounts, certificates of deposit (“CDs”), Money Markets, Treasury Bills, and Short-Term Bonds (a 
term of 3 months or less) are some examples. These products are usually used as a place to hold money that may need to be 
withdrawn in the near future or to wait for a specific timeframe to put money into other investments. The interest paid on 
these products is usually low, but will be better than doing nothing at all.

* Source: Vanguard.com


